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Abstract

Indigenous rights are crucial to contemporary land use planning and policy in settler states. This article comparatively analyzes the manifest and latent content of the 2014 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) of Ontario, Canada and the 1999 Auckland Council Regional Policy Statement (ACRPS) of Aotearoa New Zealand in order to evaluate their relative capacity to recognize the rights of Indigenous peoples. While the results show that jurisdiction is an impediment to fostering common ground between Indigenous peoples and settler states, the authors conclude that the PPS and the ACRPS serve vital roles in building dialogue and equitable planning outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Both Aotearoa New Zealand and Canada are settler states and have common asymmetrical structural policy features that have sought to dominate Indigenous peoples1 (Hibbard, Lane, & Rasmussen, 2008; Maaka & Fleras, 2005). These structures are largely the result of British colonial planning and settlement that was facilitated through the negotiation of foundational documents between the British Crown and Indigenous peo-

---

1 The collective term ‘Indigenous’ is used throughout this article when speaking to both settler states in order to allow for an international comparison of key regional land use policy statements from two settler states, and to be consistent with the international context in recognizing First Peoples and communities who have unique legal and political relationships stemming from original occupancy and inherent connections to specific lands prior to settler contact. When referring specifically to the Aotearoa New Zealand context, the term ‘Māori’ is used to refer to Indigenous peoples. When referring to the Ontario, Canada context, the term ‘First Nations’ is used. ‘ Aboriginal peoples’, which refers to First Nations, Métis, and Inuit peoples of Canada collectively as identified in Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 is not used as prevalently because this article emphasizes the perspectives of First Nations partners who are involved in this research. The term ‘Aboriginal’ is only used in certain instances in the article when referring to the Canadian context, the manifest content of the Provincial Policy Statement, and Aboriginal and Treaty rights as recognized and affirmed under Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.
ples grounded in co-existence—Aotearoa New Zealand’s 1840 Treaty of Waitangi and Canada’s Royal Proclamation of 1763. In Canada, the spirit and intent of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the subsequent Treaty of Niagara of 1764, especially regarding Indigenous perspectives and interpretations, has not been lost entirely from the public conscience. The struggle, however, remains to insist on the continued relevance and significance of these treaties and reports, rather than disregard, in a process of reconciliation (Borrows, 1997; Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples [RCAP], 1996; Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada [TRC], 2015).

In Aotearoa New Zealand, following the formal reinstatement of the Treaty of Waitangi and the establishment of the Treaty of Waitangi Tribunal in 1975, there has been an increased shift towards the formal recognition of its principles and the foundational idea of two nations and their founding partnership (Ericksen, Berke, Crawford, & Dixon, 2004). While both the Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the Treaty of Waitangi (1840) play significant roles in determining the rights of Indigenous peoples in Canada and Aotearoa respectively, regional policies and plans also deserve close scrutiny regarding the extent to which the settler states formally recognize the rights of Indigenous peoples to lands and resources.

This article proposes that a comparison of the 2014 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) of Ontario, Canada (Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing [MAH], 2014a) and the 1999 Auckland Council Regional Policy Statement (ACRPS) of Aotearoa New Zealand (Auckland Council, 1999), using manifest and latent content analysis of the texts, is warranted in order to evaluate the relative capacity of each policy to recognize the rights of their respective Indigenous peoples, namely, First Nations and Māori peoples. An international comparison of key regional land use policy statements from two settler states enables a more practical understanding of the strengths and limitations of both policies on the rights of First Peoples. As a research partnership of First Nations in Southern Ontario and academic researchers of non-First Nations cultural backgrounds, the co-authors’ work has emerged out of an ongoing interest and need to improve the relationships that exist between First Nation communities and state-based planners as well as to influence state-based planning policies that have historically situated the issues facing Indigenous peoples, especially those who live on reserves in close proximity to cities, as marginal. Following this introduction, a rationale and background to a comparison of the policies is provided, followed by the research methods along with the construction of the theoretical framework used to conduct the manifest and latent content analysis of the policies. The results are then summarized in relation to each policy statement respectively beginning first with findings into the 2014 Provincial Policy Statement and then the 1999 Auckland Council Regional Policy Statement. The subsequent discussion highlights key lessons from the analysis of Ontario’s policy and what can be learned from the ACRPS planning context. The article concludes by discussing the implications of this comparative study for planning policy and practice.

1.1. Rationale

Our interest in the PPS as a research partnership stems from our ongoing collective efforts to amend the PPS to better support meaningful municipal-First Nations relationships during its 5-year review and our broader collective interests in making inroads and influencing how planning in Southern Ontario unfolds through systematic and strategic policy changes at the provincial-scale (McLeod, Viswanathan, King, Macbeth, & Whitelaw, 2014). With on-the-ground land use planning and decision-making in Southern Ontario largely directed and guided by The Province through the Planning Act (Government of Ontario, 1990) and PPS, the integration of specific policies concerning Aboriginal peoples in the most recent iteration of the PPS (2014) was recognized as both significant and long overdue (Dorries, 2014; McLeod et al., 2014). Based on the findings of McLeod et al. (2015), the PPS was also recognized as a relatively significant provincial land use and resource management text in its relative capacity at recognizing and supporting First Nations, Aboriginal and treaty rights, and embodying past Crown-First Nations relationships, when assessed along with 336 other provincial land use planning and resource management texts. However, to fully comprehend the strengths and limitations of recent changes to the PPS, we identified an immediate need to move beyond relative assessments of Ontario land use planning and resource management texts, and to carry out a comparison with a similar guiding planning policy statement from another settler state.

Aotearoa New Zealand was chosen to support this endeavour at understanding if recent changes to the PPS where truly significant because it is well recognized that this settler state, in comparison to Canada, is far more advanced in its relationships with Maori peoples at the local government scale (Awatere, Harmsworth, Rolleston, & Pauling, 2013; Participant Three, personal communication, June 13, 2014). Without provinces in Aotearoa New Zealand and following the implementation of the Resource Management Act (RMA) (Ministry for the Environment, 1991), planning authority was primarily devolved to regional and local governments. The ACRPS (1999) was the ideal comparative text with the PPS (2014) as it situates in a similar position within its respective planning hierarchy. As part of a comprehensive study of the effectiveness of Aotearoa New Zealand’s new planning regime under the RMA by Ericksen et al.

---

2 Indeed, Call to Action #45 of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Final Report calls for a (new) Royal Proclamation of Reconciliation that builds on both the Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the Treaty of Niagara 1764 as well as “reaffirm[ing] a nation-to-nation relationship between Aboriginal peoples and the Crown.” (TRC, 2015, p. 252)
(2004), the ACRPS ranked third overall out of 16 regional policy statements for Māori interests. During the execution of this comparative analysis between March and September 2014, the subsequent iteration of the ACRPS found in a consolidated draft regional policy statement chapter of the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan (PAUP) had been released for review (Auckland Council, 2013). However, with uncertainty regarding its final contents, approval, and timeframes for when it would be operational, it was determined that the ACRPS would be the ideal policy statement to assess relative to the PPS.

The rationale for executing a comparison between the PPS (2014) and the ACRPS (1999) was also further strengthened by the nature of the geographical regions, the Auckland Region and Southern Ontario, where the two policy statements largely influence everyday planning decisions of local governments. First, as major regions, both the Auckland Region and Southern Ontario comprise of a large proportion of their respective national populations; the Auckland Region comprising 30% of Aotearoa New Zealand’s population and Southern Ontario comprising over 30% of Canada’s population (MAH, 2014b; Memon, Davies, & Fookes, 2007). Each region is growing fast and provides core economic functions nationally. Each region is also characterized in many places by similar patterns of low-density sprawl (Gordon & Janzen, 2013; Memon et al., 2007). In terms of governance, both regions during the 1990s faced a series of reforms and amalgamations that resulted in significant reductions of the number of local governments (Memon et al., 2007; Sancton, 2011). Finally, Southern Ontario and the Auckland Region both exist on ancestral lands of Indigenous peoples and planning texts in these regions until recently undervalued Indigenous peoples. Increasingly, Indigenous peoples in each region, parallel to efforts in other regions within settler states, are using land use planning as a form of resurgence, and to their benefit, in order to gain recognition of their rights and inherent connection to the land and their traditional territories (Lane & Hibbard, 2005; Porter & Barry, 2013).

2. Background

First Nation reserves in Ontario, Canada, many located along borders of urban local governments³, have and continue to be controlled under federal jurisdiction and the restrictive confines of the Indian Act (MAH, 2009; RCAP, 1996). Whereas, the provincial government exercises jurisdiction over off-reserve lands, including traditional territories and lands under specific treaties. The integration of provincial land use policies concerning First Nations peoples in Ontario is both significant and long overdue. The Ontario PPS plays a critical role in planning

³The term ‘local government’ is intentionally used throughout this article to allow for a comparison between the PPS (2014) and ACRPS (1999). While ‘municipal government’ is often cited in the Canadian context as a form of local government and referenced throughout the overall land use planning framework in Ontario; the term ‘municipal’ is not used in Aotearoa New Zealand and is not transferable. Accordingly, we have intentionally avoided using the term ‘municipal’ and refer to municipalities and municipal governments in the Ontario context as local governments to support this comparison with the Auckland Region.

⁴The equivalent of the central government in Aotearoa New Zealand is the Federal government in Canada.
3. Methods and Framework for Analysis

To assess the 2014 and previous versions of the Ontario PPS and the ACRPS (1999), a literature review, policy document analysis, and four interviews for validation purposes (three with First Nations community representatives and one planning expert in Southern Ontario) were conducted in this research from March to September 2014 to ensure triangulation, internal validity of initial findings and external validity of the analytic framework. The interviews are therefore integrated into several sections of the paper rather than as standalone findings. This research examines both manifest and latent content of policy statements and their associated higher-tier legislation with respect to Indigenous peoples and not their effects or implementation. In turn, the primary method for further inquiry was document analysis (Cope, 2010). The justifications for the use of document analysis draws heavily from Barry and Porter (2011) and Porter and Barry (2013) as the critical examination of planning law and governance in British Columbia, Canada and Victoria, Australia, evident in both articles, highlights the need to analyze statutory planning texts, including legislation, policies, guidelines and regulations to better understand planning’s conflicting relationship with Indigenous peoples. It became clear that for this research it was just as important to understand the content of strategic-level policy statements that shape the everyday as it was to understand daily practices and processes that can advance Indigenous peoples’ rights, concerns, and knowledge as well as create uneven power relations and starting points for communities.

Yet, analytical frameworks that assist in evaluating and making inferences about provincial and regional policy with respect to Indigenous peoples are relatively limited; this required our research partnership to construct an analytical framework by drawing out specific elements from the literature. To elaborate, the few frameworks that do exist relating to the New Zealand planning context, primarily Berke, Ericksen, Crawford and Dixon (2002) and Ericksen et al. (2004), tend to “simplify Indigenous recognition to a matter of accommodating greater numbers of Indigenous peoples in mainstream decision-making forums” (Barry & Porter, 2011, p. 172). While these authors focused on New Zealand’s environmental planning regime under RMA, including analyzing a number of plans and policy statements in great detail along with their successes and failures, the actual questions and criteria that guided their analysis were too RMA-focused, making it difficult to transfer to a comparative study. As a result, with limited studies regarding the content analysis of Crown and local government planning policies in relation to Indigenous peoples and no clear comparative framework for planning policy statements to replicate, the research partnership had to engage in theory development (Yin, 2009). Informed by the ideas of our research partnership and relevant academic literature, a four-tiered framework to assess the manifest and latent content of each policy statement document was developed as a part of an iterative process to address this void in the literature. It was further validated through expert interviews.

4. Four-Tiered Framework

The framework implemented in the document analysis of the manifest and latent content of the policy statements consists of four elements: clarity, recognition, willingness and active reconciliation. Each element is guided by questions and indicators that informed the policy analysis of relevant sections of each of the planning texts under scrutiny. Authors that broadly informed the foundations of corresponding elements of the framework are also identified with the corresponding elements of the framework. Grounding the analytical framework in existing literature was done to ensure the implications of this research would link to larger discussions of planning theory and practice. This analytical framework is by no means complete and should be treated as a living document to learn from and build upon.

4.1. Clarity

Starting with clarity, as noted in Table 1, the first element of framework is intended to chart the position of individual policy statements within their respective planning frameworks and evaluate whether they vertically connect to higher-tier legislation and lower-tier plans, such as official plans in Southern Ontario and district plans in the Auckland Region. Drawing from Ericksen et al. (2004) and Berke et al. (2002), who used multiple methods to evaluate how well regional and district plans as well as certain regional policy statements in Aotearoa New Zealand accounted for the mandate of the RMA and key provisions relating to Māori interests and the Treaty, the first question and set of primary indicators (Table 1) were established to analyze what guidance is provided by higher-tier legislation for each policy statement. The second question and set of indicators (Table 1) draws from the concepts of strategic planning and tiering (Healey, 2006; Noble, 2009) and are intended to identify if lower-tier planning authorities have to conform to policy statements through reviewing the terminology in key provisions of the Planning Act (1990) and the RMA (1991).

4.2. Recognition

Recognition, the second element of the framework, is meant to focus the policy analysis on how state-based planning, as mediated through texts, extends horizon-

---

5 It is important to note that ideas and concepts of authors listed within individual elements of the framework collectively influenced the development of that element of the framework. For instance, Noble (2009) influenced the research partnership in focusing on tiering and understanding how overarching legislation at the strategic level tiers down to individual policy statements.
### Table 1. Key aspects to Clarity in reference to the Ontario Provincial Policy Statement and the Auckland Council Regional Policy Statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Primary Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Do higher-tier legislation provide a clear mandate on Indigenous issues and rights for the policy statement? | **PPS (Ontario, Canada)**: Within the manifest content of the Planning Act (1990) is there reference to:  
1. Indigenous peoples (First Nations; Aboriginal peoples; Indian Band; First Nation Council)  
2. Aboriginal & treaty rights (section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982; specific treaties)  
3. The Royal Proclamation of 1763  

**ACRPS (Auckland Region, Aotearoa New Zealand)**: Within the manifest content of the RMA is there reference to:  
1. Indigenous peoples (Māori; Indigenous Peoples; Tangata Whenua; Mana Whenua)  
2. Treaty of Waitangi |  

Do lower-tier planning authorities have to conform to the policy statement when making informed land use planning decisions? | **PPS (Ontario, Canada)**: Assessment of terminology in section 3 of the Planning Act (1990)  
**ACRPS (Auckland Region, Aotearoa New Zealand)**: Assessment of terminology in section 59–62 of the RMA |

4.3. Willingness

Willingness is the third element of the framework, as noted in Table 3. Questions that inform this element and set of indicators (Table 3) are grounded in the work of McLeod et al. (2015), and are intended to identify the degree of willingness of the Crown set out in each policy statement to honour past relations. Still, historically, Indigenous peoples do not enter planning systems on equal terms, and consultation and accommodation policies may not fundamentally change a community’s uneven starting point in the planning process (Hibbard et al., 2008). Thus, in certain instances different degrees of willingness within texts may not change the status quo significantly and improve Indigenous peoples’ ability to shape local decision-making (Dorries, 2014; Participant Four, personal communication, July 23, 2014).

4.4. Active Reconciliation

Active reconciliation, the final element of the framework is best understood theoretically as multifaceted and embodies a set of temporal connections to the past and future, which together have the potential to enable planning as a system of representation to become unsettled and transformed by acknowledging what has happened in the past, figuring out what is going to be done about it and then following through with action. According to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (2015, p. 6), reconciliation means “establishing and maintaining a mutually respectful relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples in [Canada]. In order for that to happen, there has to be awareness of the past, acknowledgement of the harm that has been inflicted, atonement for the causes, and actions to change behaviour.” In Aotearoa, similarly, active reconciliation with respect to the framework is not a passive act that is a means to an end as has been the case in Canada through formal apologies (Fairweather, 2006). Reconciliation has no end state as it is an active and genuine process to change and transform uneven planning relations through first acknowledging planning’s past and current role in injustices towards Indigenous peoples. Furthermore, reconciliation acknowledges the limits of planning frameworks that continue to be defined by dominant society, that Indigenous peoples have an inherent right to...
Table 2. Key aspects to Recognition in reference to the Ontario Provincial Policy Statement and the Auckland Council Regional Policy Statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Primary Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| What form does recognition of Indigenous peoples, treaties, rights and traditional territories take within the policy statement? | **PPS (Ontario, Canada)**: Within the manifest content of policy statement is there reference to:  
1. Indigenous peoples (First Nations; Aboriginal Peoples; Indian Band; First Nation Council);  
2. Aboriginal & treaty rights (section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982; specific treaties; Royal Proclamation of 1763)  
3. Traditional territories (traditional territories; sites of cultural significance to individual nations)  
4. Indigenous language, expressions, and worldviews  
**ACRPS (Auckland Region, Aotearoa New Zealand)**: Within the manifest content of policy statement is there reference to:  
1. Indigenous peoples (Māori; Indigenous peoples; Tangata Whenua; Mana Whenua)  
2. Treaties & rights (Treaty of Waitangi)  
3. Traditional territories (ancestral lands; ancestral taonga)  
4. Indigenous language, expressions, and worldviews |
| How are Indigenous peoples framed within planning processes based on the textual evidence of the policy statement? | **PPS (Ontario, Canada)**: Within the latent content of the policy statement is there reference to:  
1. Indigenous peoples as stakeholders in planning processes; or  
2. Indigenous peoples as equal and active partners with equal footing in planning processes.  
**ACRPS (Auckland Region, Aotearoa New Zealand)**: Within the latent content of the policy statement is there reference to:  
1. Indigenous peoples as stakeholders in planning processes; or  
2. Indigenous peoples as equal and active partners with equal footing in planning processes. |


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Primary Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| What is the degree of willingness of the Crown set out in each individual policy statement to honour past relations and acknowledge and engage with Indigenous peoples perspectives and concerns? | **PPS (Ontario, Canada)**: Within the manifest and latent content of the policy statement is there reference to:  
1. Reference to consultation with respect to Indigenous peoples  
2. Reference to accommodation with respect to Indigenous peoples  
3. Reference to consent with respect to Indigenous peoples  
**ACRPS (Auckland Region, Aotearoa New Zealand)**: Within the manifest and latent content of the policy statement is there reference to:  
1. Reference to consultation with respect to Indigenous peoples  
2. Reference to accommodation with respect to Indigenous peoples  
3. Reference to consent with respect to Indigenous peoples |

self-determination and that there is an imminent need for effective and sustained equitable relationship building to restore shared territories. While reconciliation is the responsibility of all of society to address denial and make fundamental changes and restitution (Corntassel & Holder, 2008), state-based planning also has a significant role to play in its advancement.

The overarching question and four primary indicators (Table 4) that inform this element of the analytical framework were chosen because they act as points of reference into how prepared governing officials and planning policymakers are in actively challenging and restructuring the status quo of Indigenous peoples-state relations based on the content of planning texts. The four indicators provide insight into what may be missing from current planning policy and collectively draw on Barry and Porter (2011), Borrows (1997), Corntassel and Holder (2008), Hibbard et al. (2008), Maaka and
Table 4. Key aspects to Active Reconciliation in Reference to the Ontario Provincial Policy Statement and the Auckland Council Regional Policy Statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>PPS (Ontario, Canada)</th>
<th>ACRPS (Auckland Region, Aotearoa New Zealand)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How does the policy statement reconcile both the limitations of state-based planning efforts with respect to Indigenous peoples and the opportunities to support and sustain relationships and mutual understanding amongst Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples?</td>
<td>Within the manifest and latent content of the policy statement is there reference to:</td>
<td>Within the manifest and latent content of the policy statement is there reference to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Acknowledgement of planning’s involvement in historical and ongoing injustices towards Indigenous peoples, rights and traditional territories</td>
<td>1. Acknowledgement of planning’s involvement in historical and ongoing injustices towards Indigenous peoples, rights and traditional territories</td>
<td>1. Acknowledgement of planning’s involvement in historical and ongoing injustices towards Indigenous peoples, rights and traditional territories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Acknowledgement of the current limitations of planning in understanding Indigenous peoples’ rights, concerns, claims and knowledge and the need for Indigenous voices and partnerships to actively transform planning</td>
<td>2. Acknowledgement of the current limitations of planning in understanding Indigenous peoples’ rights, concerns, claims and knowledge and the need for Indigenous voices and partnerships to actively transform planning</td>
<td>2. Acknowledgement of the current limitations of planning in understanding Indigenous peoples’ rights, concerns, claims and knowledge and the need for Indigenous voices and partnerships to actively transform planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Acknowledgement of the need for building effective and sustained equitable relationships between the Crown, Indigenous peoples and non-Indigenous communities on common ground and actively following through</td>
<td>4. Acknowledgement of the need for building effective and sustained equitable relationships between the Crown, Indigenous peoples and non-Indigenous communities on common ground and actively following through</td>
<td>4. Acknowledgement of the need for building effective and sustained equitable relationships between the Crown, Indigenous peoples and non-Indigenous communities on common ground and actively following through</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fleras (2005), Porter (2006), Porter (2010), the RCAP (1996), Regan (2010), Sandercock (2004), Turner (2006) and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (United Nations, 2007). Active reconciliation along with the previous three elements, serve to advance discussions about how we can move from the conceptual to actual changes in order to plan differently through mutual understanding and learning between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples on common ground.

5. Results

Results are presented in two major parts—the current Ontario PPS (2014) and the ACRPS (1999). Keeping with the context of Indigenous peoples-state relations in Southern Ontario and the Auckland Region, findings from the analytical framework relating to the PPS refer to First Nations, while findings relating to the ACRPS refer to Māori people, iwi, Mana Whenua or Tangata Whenua. Certain terms will be used interchangeably. Prior to the current PPS (2014), the three earlier versions of the Ontario PPS (the 1994 Comprehensive Set of Policy Statements, the 1996 PPS and the 2005 PPS) differed significantly in terms of content and policies, and came into effect under three different provincial governments. Yet, they share one major commonality: there was no clear acknowledgment of First Nations or Aboriginal peoples in general in any of the three planning texts. These earlier iterations and their inability to recognize and support First Nations is significant to document because it provides a baseline of where the PPS has come from, heightening the importance of recent changes to this policy statement.

5.1. The Ontario Provincial Policy Statement

5.1.1. Clarity

The Planning Act (1990) in its most recent amended form does not provide a clear mandate on First Nations issues and rights as distinct communities continue to be framed as ‘public bodies’. There is also no mention of section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, which protects Aboriginal and treaty rights or a clear connection to the principles of Royal Proclamation of 1763 in this guiding legislation. In terms of conformity, according to subsection 3(5) of the Planning Act (1990), planning authorities, including local governments, a local board, a planning board and provincial ministers ‘shall be consistent with’ the current PPS when exercising their authority over a planning matter. This subsection requires that all official plans at the local government-scale be in line with the current PPS. However, the PPS is read in conjunction with provincial plans, and if there is a conflict, provincial plans take precedent unless otherwise stated (MAH, 2014a). For example, cer-
tain legislation, such as the Green Energy Act (Government of Ontario, 2009), can also override the current PPS as well as provincial and official plans. Thus, conformity to the PPS through official plans in certain regions of Southern Ontario may not be as straightforward due to overarching and conflicting provincial plans and legislation. This reality highlights the importance of developing new provisions based on First Nations-led amendments in other policies relating to the Southern Ontario context that may overwrite the PPS.

5.1.2. Recognition

In contrast to the void of recognition of the three previous PPS, the current PPS (2014) addresses this element to a certain extent. First, there is direct recognition of First Nations through use of the broad term Aboriginal, which under the Constitution Act, 1982 refers to First Nations, Métis and Inuit collectively. The use of the term Aboriginal in conjunction with peoples and communities occurs in six instances, primarily around discussions and definitions around conserving cultural heritage and archaeological resources. There is also recognition of existing Aboriginal and treaty rights in section 4.0 of the PPS regarding implementation and interpretation as it outlines that the policy statement “shall be implemented in a manner that is consistent with the recognition and affirmation of existing Aboriginal and treaty rights in section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982” (MAH, 2014a, p. 33). By recognizing existing rights protected under section 35, the policy statement avoids previous uncertainties attached with placing the onus on practitioners to read the PPS in conjunction with overarching federal and provincial policies. This acknowledgement of section 35 in the PPS visibly brings Aboriginal and treaty rights to the forefront of Ontario’s planning framework.

The content analysis also highlighted several gaps in recognition. For instance, specific treaties and individual agreements to Ontario between the Crown and First Nations as well as the principles of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 are not recognized. Most noticeably, there is no recognition of the land and traditional territories in the most recent policy statement. It would behove the Province to recognize traditional territories and bring them to the forefront of planning policies in Ontario because these lands are often at the centre of ongoing First Nations grievances and disputes over continued development on contested territories (Ipperwash Inquiry, 2007; DeVries, 2012; Participant Four, personal communication, July 23, 2014). Dorries (2012) has noted how planners in Canada remain ignorant, if not uninformed, to recognize Aboriginal treaty rights on lands held by the Crown, including reserves, treaty lands, and traditional territories upon which cities are located. Furthermore, without recognition in the policy statement, it cannot be assumed that all non-Indigenous practitioners and local government councils would factor traditional territories into daily decision-making. In particular, there remains a prevalent assumption amongst non-First Nations communities that provincial lands have been honourably settled and that First Nations do not have a continued interest or right to the land, especially in already developed areas (Participant Two, personal communication, June 12, 2014). These types of assumptions, often reproduced in planning policy, counter meaningful opportunities to educate practitioners and the public at large into the significance of differing and equally valid Indigenous perspectives. Lastly, based on the content of the PPS, First Nations continue to be framed as stakeholders in planning processes; this is an enormous problem. By framing First Nations as stakeholders rather than as owners and keepers of the land, the Crown and the government perpetuate the denial of First Nations to their inherent and treaty rights (Turner, 2006). As noted by Porter (2006, p. 389) the term ‘stakeholder’ when applied to Indigenous people, “fails to appreciate their unique status as original owners of country that was wrested from them by the modern, colonial state” and when reinforced within a framework of inclusion, could simply reinforce paternalistic relationships between the Crown and Indigenous peoples rather than an emancipatory relationship that could support if not uphold Indigenous sovereignty.

5.1.3. Willingness

The importance of consulting First Nations “on planning matters that may affect their rights and interests” as outlined in Part IV’s vision statement signals a degree of willingness that was absent from previous policy statements (MAH, 2014a, p. 4). There are also new sections that emphasize consultation through stating that planning authorities ‘shall consider’ Aboriginal interests in conserving cultural heritage and archaeological resources (section 2.6.5) and ‘are encouraged’ to coordinate planning matters with Aboriginal communities (section 1.2.2). Despite the use of less firm language in the latter, the integration of these new section represents a step forward for land use planning policy in Ontario. While the word ‘accommodate’ is not cited in the latest PPS, the direct integration of section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 in section 4.3 could be interpreted as a form of accommodation with respect to First Nations. In order to ensure that the implementation of the PPS’ policies do not infringe on existing Aboriginal and treaty rights, consultation and in certain instances accommodation would be required. Reference to consent with respect to First Nations remains non-existent in the entire PPS. Nevertheless, consent may already be part of the on-the-ground processes and relations between certain local governments and neighbouring First Nations even if it is absent in the province’s minimum standards of the PPS. The duty to consult and accommodate First Nations should be expected of the Province and thereby also anticipated within the PPS. The duty to consult is legally upheld by the Crown, as represented by the Government of Canada and the provinces, as well as by local governments (or
municipalities) by virtue of being a third party to the Crown (Fraser & Viswanathan, 2013).

5.1.4. Active Reconciliation

The four indicators for active reconciliation were either absent or minimally visible in the review of the latent content of the latest PPS. There was no connection made between land use planning policies and historical and ongoing injustices for First Nations, Aboriginal and treaty rights and traditional territories. A simple reference to the findings of the Ipperwash Inquiry (2007) or the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996) would address this inherent gap in understanding. In terms of an acknowledgement of the limitations of planning, Section 1.2.2 under very liberal interpretations could be constructed as recognition of this limit and the need to coordinate with First Nations, but it still gives authority and agency to planning authorities to decide if it should coordinate. There was also no recognition in the PPS of First Nations’ inherent right to self-determination. Lastly, the policies relating to First Nations collectively, particularly those focused enhancing dialogue and communication between First Nations and local governments, could be viewed as a necessary step towards more tangible policies regarding building effective and sustained equitable relationships.

5.2. The 1999 Auckland Council Regional Policy Statement

5.2.1. Clarity

The RMA did provide a clear mandate on Māori issues and rights for Auckland Council in preparation of a regional policy statement. First, subsection 6(e), outlines that “the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu and taonga” is a matter of national significance and shall be recognized and provided for by all persons exercising functions and authority under the Act (1991, p. 69). Second, in subsection 7(a), there is recognition of kaitiakitanga and accordingly, plans and policies must ‘have regard to’ the exercise of guardianship by local Māori people. Third, section 8 identifies that principles of the Treaty ‘shall be taken into account’.

In addition to these broad provisions that apply to all decisions and plans under the RMA, there are also policies specific to regional policy statements. Subsection 61(2A) (a) outlines that when a regional council is preparing or altering a regional policy statement they ‘must take into account’ any relevant iwi planning documents if it is brought forward by a recognized iwi authority. Subsection 62(1) (b) then identifies that any regional policy statement ‘must state’ resource management issues of regional iwi authorities. In terms of conformity, according to subsection 67(3) (c) and 75(3) (c), lower-tier regional plans and district plans ‘must give effect’ to their respective regional policy statement.

5.2.2. Recognition

There is significant and meaningful recognition of Māori people, the Treaty, rights and ancestral lands in the ACRPS. To begin, the first page of the policy statement starts with Māori proverb in both Māori and English. In section 2.2 regarding the current context of the Auckland Region, there is acknowledgement that the Māori were first occupants of the region and New Zealand. Subsections 2.4.8 and 2.4.9, outlines that in accordance with the RMA that the relationship of Māori with their ancestral lands and resources are matters of national significance and that Tangata Whenua are under significant pressure to protect and manage their ancestral sites and lands. There is also an admission that the Treaty of Waitangi has been undervalued historically in the management of resources in the region within subsection 2.4.9.

The highest frequency of recognition occurs in Chapter 3 as it is entirely dedicated to regional resource issues significant to local Māori people. It lists Māori groups that were consulted for the ACRPS and summarizes key issues, objectives, policies, methods and justifications. Regarding the recognition of the Treaty of Waitangi, Appendix E of the Treaty provides the three accepted versions of the Treaty (English text, Māori text, translation of Māori text) while the principles of the Treaty are referenced in several instances throughout the text. The actual principles are never defined in greater detail beyond these references. With respect to traditional territories, there are clear instances of recognition of ancestral lands and taonga, but they are typically referenced with section 6(e) of the RMA and directly paraphrased from the RMA (1991), which does not account for the context of the Auckland Region. Through referencing both English and Māori terms for Māori people, recognizing (with limitation) the customary authority of Tangata Whenua over resource management, and emphasizing the need to take into account iwi planning documents, the policies found in this planning text move away, to a certain degree, from the traditional stakeholder model to embody a partnership approach. However, there are external limitations to these forms of text-based recognition as planning is still largely dominated by non-Indigenous perspectives and local non-Indigenous councillors who oversee planning may not be “ready to genuinely share power with iwi” (Ericksen et al., 2004, p. 131).

5.2.3. Willingness

The ACRPS emphasizes a relatively strong willingness to honour past relations through integrating consultation and accommodation with respect to Māori people in different policies, methods, reasons and anticipated results. The most apparent examples of a willingness to consult occur in specific policies and methods in Chapter 3. For instance, policy 3.4.7 identifies that the involvement of Tangata Whenua in the development, implementation or review of the ACRPS as well as regional and district
plans “shall be undertaken in ways which...(iv) provide for early and effective consultation” (Auckland Council, 1999, Chapter 3, p. 3). To give effect to this policy, several methods are provided, including the requirement that the Auckland Council through consultation with local Tān
gata Whenua develop up-to-date consultation guidelines and checklists and ensure a directory of Māori organiza-
tions and representatives are available to assist govern-
ment and third parties with consultations. The Auckland
Council and territorial authorities are also required to
encourage applicants to consult affected Māori groups
prior to submitting resource consents. To ensure the
recognition and protection of sacred places, sites and
resources, where agreed upon by Tān
gata Whenua (pol-
icy 3.4.2), planning authorities are required to consult in
order to identify sites in plans and provide appropriate
levels of protection.

Under the framework of the ACRPS, regional and dis-

tinct plans ‘will make’ provisions to protect “sites and ar-
eas of special significance to Tān
gata Whenua” where such sites are recognized to exist based on Indigenous
knowledge, but not identified in conventional planning
maps or diagrams (Auckland Council, 1999, Chapter 3,
p. 3). This form of accommodation gives agency to Māori people to shape the dominant state-based plan-
ning framework without having to conform to it to ensure
their claims and knowledge are valid. Policy 3.4.10 further
highlights a degree of accommodation by stating that the
management of resources ‘shall take into account’ rele-
vant Treaty claims and customary rights of Māori people.
Lastly, in keeping with Policy 3.4.13 to promote the ‘prac-
tical expression’ of kaitiakitanga, the ethic of guardianship,
the Auckland Council and territorial authorities must iden-
tify opportunities to include iwi authorities in the manage-
ment of ancestral sites and resources, including the poten-
tial to transfer authority and functions. These features of
the policy statement together express a willingness to rec-
ognize and engage with Indigenous peoples, perspective
and concerns. However, in approximately 168 instances
of the use of word ‘consent’ there was no documentation
of the term in relation to Māori people. This lack of textual
evidence of consent with respect to Māori demonstrates
a clear limitation of the policy statement and planning in
general in the Auckland Region. It focuses on increasing In-
digenous participation without a significant willingness to
give Māori people greater authority or autonomy, which
limits any opportunity to address the larger uneven struc-
tures of planning frameworks.

5.2.4. Active Reconciliation

In contrast to the current PPS (2014) and its predeces-
sors, the ACRPS does engage with certain aspects of ac-
tive reconciliation. To begin, section 3.2.3 of the ACRPS
acknowledges to a certain extent planning’s involvement
in historical and ongoing injustices towards Māori peo-
ple and highlights the following factors (Auckland Council,
1999, Chapter 3, p. 3) regarding the impact of the Crown’s
breach of the Treaty in Auckland, including: “the alien-
ation of land and other resources which were guaranteed
to Tān
gata Whenua; loss of the use and enjoyment of re-
sources as a result of pollutive discharges to ancestral wa-
ters; [and] the over-riding of the customary rights and re-
sponsibilities over ancestral taonga”. Section 3.2.3 of the
ACRPS also recognizes how the Crown has “individualised
title and granted use rights in respect of taonga (eg., mi-
nerals, water, and land) to individuals and organisations” such that, “[t]he Crown receives income as a result of those actions” (Auckland Council, 1999, Chapter 3, p. 3).

There is also acknowledgement of the limitation of planning and the need for Indigenous involvement in planning processes and decision-making the ACRPS. Sec-
tion 3.2.2 lists five general factors identified by Māori communities that have inhibited the realization of statu-
tory provisions and their full participation in planning
processes, including among others a general misunder-
standing of Māori values and limited techniques to en-
sure early and effective engagement in planning pro-
cesses (Auckland Council, 1999, Chapter 3, p. 3). Over-
all, the policy statement fared relatively well with re-
spect to these two indicators. However, the ACRPS’ ap-
proach to active reconciliation becomes progressively
vague and limited when the two final indicators are crit-
ically taken into consideration. First, recognition of self-
determination is not clear or explicit within the latent
content of the policy statement. Although there is refer-
ence of rangatiratanga, which has become synonymous
with the Indigenous right to self-determination, it is de-

defined with the policy statement as “full tribal authority”,

which can be understood as local Indigenous organiza-
tions that have been given certain authorities over the
management of resources and delivery of services by
the state following New Zealand’s major period of decen-

This narrow interpretation juxtaposes others that exist
(see Maaka & Fleras, 2005). The fourth indicator, an ac-
knowledge of the need for building effective and
sustained equitable relationships, is partially recognized
in the latent content of the policy statement through an
apparent emphasis on strengthen ties with Māori people
and authority in different sections. In particular, policies
regarding the potential transfer of authority to Māori
organization or iwi authorities could be interpreted as
recognition of this need, but this transfer still occurs on
planning’s own terms and in the face of pressures from

dominant non-Indigenous interests. These last two as-
pects of active reconciliation further illustrate the limits of
this policy statement in its own ability to support a fun-
damental shift towards finding common ground.

6. Discussion

Based on the analysis, the Government of Ontario has
made significant advances with respect to recognition
and support of First Nations in the most recent PPS. The
content of 2014 PPS signals a long-awaited change in ap-
proach towards recognition and support of First Nations’ rights and interests in provincial land use planning policy. One of the most significant changes to the PPS has been the integration of First Nations within policies and definitions of conserving cultural heritage and archaeological resources. In particular, the use of ‘shall’ and stronger language in section 2.6.5 demonstrates that the Province is willing to engage with a critical issue in Southern Ontario for First Nations and ensure that community concerns are part of the planning process. Recognition of section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 was also significant because it not only recognizes and reaffirms existing Aboriginal and treaty rights, but it brings them to forefront of local government planning and decision-making, and into the conscience of practitioners (Participant One, personal communication, June 12, 2014).

Developments since the 2014 PPS offer some hope to the way in which government leaders are seeking ways to enhance Ontario’s relations with First Nations. In August 2015, the Chiefs of Ontario signed a Political Accord between First Nations and the Government of Ontario (2015) (see http://www.chiefs-of-ontario.org/node/1168, paragraph 5) in order to:

- Promote bi-lateral relationships between First Nations and Ontario by strengthening and supporting existing processes;
- Establish a process to identify joint priorities;
- Establish mechanisms such as an alternative dispute resolution process to resolve high-level areas of jurisdiction;
- Uphold First Nations inherent right to self-government; and
- Implement and explore First Nations jurisdiction through a piloted initiative.

Furthermore, the federal government announced their interest in resolving disputes between the Province and the First Nations over the lands associated with the 20-year Ipperwash conflict, seeking to return the lands to the Chippewas of Kettle and Stony Point First Nation along with $95 million in reparations (Simpson, 2015).

Yet, in spite of these developments Ontario’s current approach is limited and limiting. Taking into account the manifest and latent content of the 2014 PPS and the Planning Act (1990), it is clear that provincial officials are still wrestling with how to recognize and engage with First Nations in planning policy, rather than focusing on actively addressing larger structural issues of clarity in higher-tier legislation and exploring how to integrate forms of active reconciliation in provincial planning policy. The Planning Act (1990), the PPS’s overarching legislation, whether intentional or not, continues to advance the notion that First Nations are just another stakeholder and fails to provide a clear mandate on First Nations, Aboriginal and treaty rights and traditional territories (Participant Three, personal communication, June 13, 2014). Read in conjunction with section 3(9)7 of the Ontario Regulation 200/96, which outlines the requirement to give notice of a hearing for a minor variance to the Chief of every First Nation council, if the community’s reserve is within one kilometre of the subject land, one could argue that the Planning Act (1990) also advances the assumption that First Nations’ lands, interests and rights end at the boundaries of a reserve. Sustained and equitable relations may be a distant and ambitious aim when most local governments, based on the planning mandate provided by the Province, may assume that First Nations’ interests exist within the confines of reserve boundaries. For instance, local governments may not be fully aware of the overlap between traditional territories and local government areas. Adding to this, there is still a need to integrate more explicit forms of active reconciliation in Ontario’s PPS.

Recognizing fundamental changes to the Planning Act (1990) and the Province’s planning framework in relation to First Nations are not novel ideas in Ontario. As outlined by the Commission on Planning and Development Reform in Ontario (1993, p. 58), “the Planning Act and other legislation should provide opportunities for municipalities to work together with Aboriginal communities in addressing planning and development questions.” Similar concerns over the Province’s planning framework were then echoed in the 2007 Report of the Ipperwash Inquiry, as Justice Linden identified that certain conflicts resulting from conventional land use planning and policy could be avoided if “First Nations are actively and meaningfully involved in the planning or development process” (Ipperwash Inquiry, 2007, p. 136). Changes since both of these reports and their recommendations have gradually occurred to a certain extent. For example, the recent changes to the PPS, the reparations to First Nations resulting from the Ipperwash Inquiry, and the Ontario Premier’s agreement with the Chiefs of Ontario should all be applauded. Despite these developments, the Province’s existing top-down policy-led approach still largely mirrors that of the early 1990s and remains firmly defined by non-Indigenous individuals, interests, and institutions. Relative to the Aotearoa New Zealand planning context, there are further changes required to Ontario’s policies, perspectives and approaches.

6.1. What Can Be Learned from the ACRPS and the Aotearoa New Zealand Planning Context?

While the ACRPS represents only one regional policy statement under the RMA and it has inherent limitations regarding implementation similar to other New Zealand regional policy statements (Erickson et al., 2004), relative to the PPS it is considerably more progressive with respect to recognizing and supporting Indigenous peoples in the planning process. Through addressing clarity, recognition, willingness and to a certain degree active reconciliation, the ACRPS points to several important lessons. A major reason for its relative strength as a policy statements stems from clarity and the impres-
sive mandate on Māori people and rights provided by its higher-tier, the RMA through sections 6(e), 7(a) and 8 (Awatere et al., 2013). In Aotearoa New Zealand, this recognition of Māori in planning legislation can be traced back to major revisions in 1977 to the Town and Country Planning Act (TCPA) with recognition of the relationship between Māori people and culture and their ancestral lands and resources as matter of national significance (Awatere et al., 2013). This shift can be attributed in part to the creation of the Waitangi Tribunal in 1975, a formal mechanism to address historical grievances of Māori people (Awatere et al., 2013). Prior to the 1977, there was no mention of Māori people in the first TCPA of 1926 and slight recognition in the TCPA of 1953, but in “a very detrimental manner [as] it prevented building on land that remained in Māori title” (Kennedy, 2008, p. 7). This slight recognition in 1953 led to the alienation of land and major migrations of Māori into cities, impacting Māori culture negatively (Kennedy, 2008). Thus, relative to Ontario, the Aotearoa New Zealand planning context in general has had a longer evolving and advanced history with respect to the integration of Māori rights and knowledge (Awatere et al., 2013).

Another major lesson from the ACRPS relates to the multiple forms recognition of Indigenous peoples in the policy statement. Not only is there recognition of Māori people through the interchangeable use of English and Māori terms, but there is recognition of rights, the Treaty and ancestral lands. The use of Māori terms, although often a source of contention as complex terms can be simplified or misappropriated through English translation (Awatere et al., 2013), is highly noteworthy because it is a clear instance in policy of Indigenous peoples drawing on their own traditions, cultures and words to define their communities and central government supporting these differing forms of recognition. Likewise recognition of principles of the Treaty in the policy statement that comprise of “partnership; reciprocity; mutual benefit; active protection; and redress” is critical because it forces local authorities to build an awareness of their implications at the local-scale and to act honourably and in good faith with Māori communities and authorities (Kennedy, 2008, p. 8). Direct recognition assists in the development of a greater awareness amongst the public at large of diverging histories and the importance of these differences to fostering and sustaining mutually beneficial treaty relations. While planning tends to be forward-thinking in the management of land and resources, it is vital to understand its colonial past in order to situate the practice in its cultural context (Porter, 2006).

The Auckland Council and its regional policy statement are not perfect, but they are flexible and progressive relative to the PPS. While Māori rights and knowledge have been recognized in planning legislation since the late 1970s in Aotearoa New Zealand, Ontario has only recently begun to directly integrate recognized and affirmed rights under section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. The Province has a great responsibility to be inno-

6.2. Opportunities for Policy Reform in Ontario

Ontario needs to actively reconfigure its planning policy framework in partnership with First Nations to support more just and effective planning practices. Doing so, could enhance awareness of a majority of non-Indigenous planning practitioners who may remain largely unaware of the place-based Indigenous foundations of the land and continued relevance of treaty relations and obligations to the success of the Province. Further changes could also create new opportunities for non-Indigenous communities to learn from and work together with Indigenous treaty partners. The remote approach of the federal government in Aboriginal affairs in Ontario, as seen with the recent announcement of reparations resulting from the 2007 Ipperwash Inquiry coupled with the reality that Ontario is home to the largest Indigenous population in the country places, and the recent recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (2015) offer additional significance on this need to act promptly (Ipperwash Inquiry, 2007; Participant Two, personal communication, June 12, 2014).

6.3. Policy Recommendations for Planning in Ontario

Based on the findings of this comparative, the following nine (9) recommendations have been proposed to further enhance the current PPS (2014) and planning in Ontario and to assist the Province in getting to common ground; these are by no means a comprehensive set of recommendations and address the elements of clarity, recognition, willingness, and active reconciliation:

6.3.1. Clarity

Recommendation 1: The Province should actively seek out First Nations’ involvement to amend the Planning Act (1990) to address the lack of a clear and meaningful mandate on First Nations issues and rights, and promote context-specific accords between First Nations and planning authorities where municipalities and traditional territories overlap.

Recommendation 2: The Province should prioritize relationship building by providing joint operational capacity funding to sustain long-term partnerships between First Nations and adjacent municipalities to strengthen mutual understanding and learning.

6.3.2. Recognition

Recommendation 3: The Province in partnership with First Nations should expand recognition in the PPS to
include policies that acknowledge traditional territories and First Nations continued vested interest in lands outside of reserve boundaries.

Recommendation 4: The Province should alter the PPS and other aspects of its larger planning policy hierarchy to recognize First Nations as foundational partners, not just another stakeholder. This can be done by actively exploring in partnership with First Nations, the opportunities to include Indigenous terms, language and knowledge into the PPS to ensure that it reflects the shared foundations of the Province.

Recommendation 5: The Province in partnership with First Nations should provide for and support the protection of cultural heritage and archaeological resources in the PPS that are known to exist, but may be too sensitive to identify and make public through conventional planning means.

6.3.3. Willingness

Recommendation 6: The Province in partnership with First Nations and municipalities should develop specific guidance material for the PPS relating to the need for effective communication and equitable relationship building to address issues of capacities and understanding between municipalities and First Nations. This would be in line with the content and directive provided on guidance material in the PPS.

Recommendation 7: Taking into consideration the findings of the recent Tsilhqot’in Nation v. British Columbia (2014) Supreme Court of Canada ruling, the provincial government should be prepared to recognize Aboriginal title and amend the PPS or release additional guidance material to provide clarity on how this may affect planning with respect to consent in certain areas of the province subject to land claims and unceded territories.

6.3.4. Active Reconciliation

Recommendation 8: The Province should actively incorporate all findings of the Ipperwash Inquiry (2007), the RCAP (1996) and ongoing land claims into the PPS in order to directly acknowledge planning’s complicity and inherent limitations.

Recommendation 9: The Province in partnership with First Nations should actively educate all Ontarians on past and current injustices, the significance of treaty relations, the shared nature and history of the territory, and the inherent place-based Indigenous foundations of the land that make up the municipalities that Ontarians work, reside and derive benefit from. This would greatly assist in addressing misunderstandings and fractured relations, and enhance the overall impact and reach of new policies in the PPS relating to municipal-First Nations relations.

It is important to reiterate that the PPS has evolved—but Ontario can learn much from the context of Aotearoa New Zealand. As planning practitioners learn from the Calls to Action of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (2015), the hope and possibility exist for policy and plans to better reflect a commitment to getting to common ground. This requires non-Indigenous practitioners to realize they are implicated in educating themselves about Indigenous histories of the land and on the land. In turn active reconciliation and planning is not an Indigenous issue, it is everyone’s issue and planners need to actively find common ground with First Nations to build more equitable planning futures in Ontario and Canada.

7. Conclusion

The analytical framework and ideas put forth in this article are presented as learning tools for planning practitioners at the local government-scale, who may not be fully aware of the uneven nature of planning frameworks and how ways of knowing are highly-circumscribed with respect to Indigenous peoples. The Government of Ontario has made significant advances relative to previous versions of the PPS with regards to recognizing and supporting First Nations, but relative to the Auckland Region and Aotearoa New Zealand planning context these changes are modest and remain distant from creating spaces of common ground.

With jurisdictional issues and general confusions attributed to the division of Crown responsibilities between the federal and Ontario provincial government, it is easy for some to argue that getting to common ground, similar to reconciliation, is not the responsibility of local governments or local practitioners, as they are not the Crown. However, this narrow and often default legal position ignores the responsibility of all treaty people to acknowledge the inherent Indigenous foundations of the land that make up the communities in which they work, reside and derive benefit. It also overlooks the fundamental fact that getting to common ground requires cultural changes, including a willingness on the part of non-Indigenous people to break with embedded cultural assumptions, understandings, relationships and ways of doing. In turn, this can garner greater public understanding and recognition of Indigenous peoples’ continued interest in the land and ensure Indigenous peoples can actively define, on their own terms, a shared planning approach through mutual understanding and mutual learning—not as simply stakeholders, but as partners.

Changing public perspectives will be critical to this process, and planning policies, including the PPS, can serve as a vital and transformative role in building dialogue and ensuring more equitable planning futures in the province. If the Tsilhqot’in Nation v. British Columbia (2014) ruling on Aboriginal title is any indication, modest changes to the status quo embodied in the PPS and other land use and resource management policies are no
longer acceptable. The TRC Calls to Action (2015) and resolutions by planners to own reconciliation as both a personal principle and professional principle of practice will only emerge if individuals choose to ‘unsettle’ the knowledge and practices that they take for granted and struggle to get to common ground with time, resources, accountability and humility.
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